North of England Commissioning Support
rationalise and consolidate IT suppliers to ensure
high quality, best value solutions

Given the nature of how Commissioning Support
Units (CSUs) were formed, involving the merger of
disparate Primary Care Trust IT and admin functions,
many IT solutions and providers were inherited; a newly
formed CSU typically had a multitude of solutions and
providers which varied considerably across both staff
and customer bases. Consolidation of these suppliers
and technologies would obviously drive greater
efficiencies, deliver cost savings and almost certainly
improved functionality. NECS’ realised that to achieve
operational excellence and offer best-value solutions for
its clients it had to rationalise its inherited suppliers and
solutions.

Customer
North of England Commissioning
Support (NECS).

Type of NHS Organisation
Commissioning Support Unit.

Customer Since
2009.

Challenge
Following formation, the CSU inherited
many legacy and disparate IT systems
which drove a need for consolidation.

Solution/Results
ITHealth’s flexible and scalable solutions
were widely implemented reducing costs
and simplifying management.

Related Products
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The North of England Commissioning Support Unit (NECS) is one of the
country’s leading providers of commissioning support services. NECS work with
customers and partners across the health and social care spectrum to manage,
analyse, and improve performance to ultimately enable their customers to achieve
the best outcomes for their patients and populations. Their portfolio of services is
constantly revaluated with a sharp focus on customer care and a relentless pursuit
for continual improvement.

“

As a CSU, it’s very
important that we
offer high quality,
best value solutions
to both our staff and
customers.”
JOHN LUMLEY
Architect & Design Manager
North of England Commissioning
Support (NECS)

The Challenge
Fast, reliable technology is a vital part of the smooth running and growth of
any organisation. One of NECS’ primary aims as a CSU is to ensure that its
customers are getting the most from technology – providing high quality,
best value solutions. Their aim is to ensure that Information Communications
Technology (ICT) successfully supports the needs of their customers’ businesses
now and in the future.
NECS’ customers and staff require secure and seamless access to a number of
key systems daily, e.g. email, network, and clinical systems. NECS know that it is
vital for all NHS users that when they switch on their PC, laptop, or tablet that
the device should work effectively and provide secure, robust, and seamless
access to the systems that the user has approved access to. They also know
the user needs to be secure from viruses and other threats which could impact
the technology and put highly sensitive data at risk. Managing and supporting
access to these key systems is challenging for NECS, as some of the systems have
to integrate and work in harmony, irrespective of whether the user is in their
regular place of work or in a remote working location.
Given the inherited and disparate IT systems, there was a requirement to
standardise and consolidate the technology and solutions to ensure that, where
possible, there was only one provider for any specific function.
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“

ITHealth solutions work very well for us as a CSU because they’re effective,
competitively priced and can be delivered at scale.”
JOHN LUMLEY
Architect & Design Manager
North of England Commissioning Support (NECS)

The Solution
NECS conducted a comprehensive review of all of their
IT solution providers assessing key benefits. ITHealth had
been working for several years with NHS Tees (one of the
organisations that latterly became part of NECS), so were
naturally included in the review. The solutions ITHealth had
been providing included:

u

M
 obile remote working access for staff and community
nurses using the NHS Smartcard and 2FA (Secure-IT)

u

C
 linical Application Workflow - Single sign-on technology
(Imprivata)

u

D
 esktop and server anti-virus (Sophos)

u

W
 eb Threat Protection (Sophos)

u

P C/Laptop Device Encryption (McAfee)

u

C
 ertificate Management (ITHealth)

The ITHealth solutions provided were all fully scalable,
flexible and resilient; they also and conformed to required
information governance policies and standards. Perhaps
more importantly, ITHealth had the ability to integrate these
technologies so they could work seamlessly together at the
desktop to improve user efficiencies. Given NECS’ existing
confidence in the ITHealth working relationship and the
product support and delivery provided, it made ITHealth
solutions an obvious choice for wider rollout within NECS –
to its customers and own internal staff.

The Results
Following consolidation and wider implementation
of ITHealth solutions, NECS now benefit from:
R
 educed costs as a result of consolidation
u  S
 implified management requirements due to fewer
disparate providers and solutions
u Improved workflows and efficiencies through
integration of technologies
u Improved user confidence in the technologies
u S
 calable solutions without technical constraints
u C
 onfidence that all technologies meet NHS
standard regulations and requirements
u R
 eliable and trusted product support and delivery
u

In a market that is under constant pressure to do more with
less, NECS now have the time to focus on delivering new
and innovative services to its customers with the ultimate
aim of providing better patient care.

To find out more about ITHealth solutions
Call us: 0115 987 6339
Email us: info@ithealth.co.uk
Visit us: www.ithealth.co.uk
About ITHealth

ITHealth provide NHS organisations with proven and trusted IT security and access management solutions. Whether it’s providing fast,
reliable, and secure access for NHS mobile workers, or finding effective ways to reduce threats while improving productivity and clinical
workflows, ITHealth’s cost-effective solutions mean NHS systems and data are always secure, easy to access, and simple to manage.
Registered Office: ITHealth, 10 Churchill Park, Private Road, No 2, Colwick, Nottingham, NG4 2HF

